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DADA Curve COBRA



Lifestyle showers

Aluminium

HDPE

P8
P10

P18 P20 P24

P22
P26

P12 P16

HYBRID SHOWER 
DADA Curve

SPRING

JOLLY GO

COBRA
SOLAR SHOWER

SOLAR SHOWER

TECHNOLOGY

JOLLY JOLLY 33

HAPPY 4X4 HAPPY GO
P14

SO HAPPY

ECO FRIENDLY
100% SOLAR ENERGY
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BELLAGIO
PRESTIGE SHOWER
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An all season shower with two connections, 
hot and cold.

Slightly glittering paint that sparkles in the 
light.

Aluminium

15kg

228cm

2 years

BELLAGIO
Style & design

With foot rinse
Available in 3 colors

XXL Shower Head
Rain effect

Tap 
Stainless 

steel finish
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DADA 
STRAIGHT

HYBRID 
SOLAR SHOWER
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Elegant design and high-quality finishes

Solar heating and hot-cold connection to shower 
throughout the year.

Aluminium

10kg

222cm

40 L

2 years

DADA STRAIGHT
       Timeless

Hybrid technology - solar and domestic
Available in 3 colors

XXL shower head
Mirror effect, adjustable

Tap and hand shower
Stainless steel finish
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DADA 
CURVE
HYBRID 
SOLAR SHOWER
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Design with refined curves.

Solar heating and hot-cold water connection to shower 
throughout the year.

Aluminium

10kg

222cm

40 L

2 years

DADA CURVE
Curve & elegance

Hybrid technology - solar and domestic
Available in 2 colors

XXL shower head
mirror effect, adjustable

Tap and hand shower
Stainless steel finish
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HDPE

9.5kg

217cm

2 years

HDPE* Solar Shower

COBRA
A unique design!
With its slender lines and futuristic look, this 
solar shower becomes a fun and colorful  
decorative feature in your garden.

Shower head
rain effect, adjustable

5 COLORS AVAILABLE

Patterned
futuristic elegance

Foot rinse
rinse off feet prior to 

entering the swimming 
pool

Mixer
 precise, easily adjust 

water temperature

32 L
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HDPE

7.5kg

229cm

2 years

5 COLORS 
AVAILABLE

Elegance combined with high capacity
The Happy 4x4 solar shower features the lar-
gest water reserve in the range. 100% ecolo-
gical, its water tank capacity of 44L is entirely 
heated up with solar energy.

44 L
HDPE Solar Shower

HAPPY 4X4
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Shower head
rain effect,  
adjustable
& anti-limescale

Foot rinse
easily rinse off 
feet prior to 
entering the 
swimming pool

Enlarged base
stable and easy 
to install

Mixer
precise, easily 
adjust water 
temperature 
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HDPE

6kg

216cm

2 years

5 COLORS AVAILABLE

Shower head
rain effect & adjustable

Enlarged base
stable and easy to install

Foot rinse
rinse off feet prior to entering the 

swimming pool

Mixer
 precise, easily set water 

temperature

Elegant and functional
The Happy solar shower reinvents itself and 
becomes the So Happy. More modern, with 
higher capacity and new, more attractive 
finishes. 

The essential accessory for your outdoor.

28 L
HDPE Solar Shower

SO HAPPY
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HDPE

6kg

216cm

2 years
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5 COLORS AVAILABLE

Hand Shower
Anti-limescale with 150cm hose 

Enlarged base
stable and easy to install

Foot rinse 
rinse off feet prior to entering the 

swimming pool

Mixer
 precise, easily set water 

temperature

Compact and sophisticated
The Happy Go solar shower combines com-
pactness with high capacity. Supplied with 
its moveable shower head, it is easy and fun 
to use.

23 LHDPE Solar Shower

HAPPY GO
HDPE

6.5kg

120cm

2 years
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ALUMINIUM Solar Shower

JOLLY 25 L 
Modern and functional 
Entirely ecological, solar action is all that is 
needed to heat up the Jolly solar shower
25L water tank. 
 
Easily connect the shower to any type of 
water inlet. 

Aluminium

10.5kg

233cm

2 years

Shower head
adjustable and rain effect

Enlarged base
and quick connection

Foot rinse
rinse off feet prior to entering the 

swimming pool

Mixer
 precise, easily set 
water temperature

5 MODELS AVAILABLE
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Aluminium

10.5kg

233cm

2 years

Mixer
 precise, easily set 
water temperature
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ALUMINIUM Solar Shower

JOLLY 33 33 L 
Modern and functional 
Entirely ecological, solar action is all that is 
needed to heat up the Jolly solar shower
33L water tank. 
 
Easily connect the shower to any type of 
water inlet. 

Aluminium

11.5kg

233cm

2 years

Shower head
adjustable and rain effect

Enlarged base
and quick connection

Foot rinse
rinse off feet prior to entering the 

swimming pool

Increased capacity
Thanks to a larger diameter, capacity 

increases to 33L

2 COLORIS
DISPONIBLES
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2 COLORS
AVAILABLE

Hand Shower
Anti-limescale with 150cm hose 

Enlarged base
stable and easy to install

Foot Rinse
rinse off feet prior to entering the 

swimming pool

Mixer
 precise, easily set 
water temperature

Design and discreet
 
The Jolly Go solar shower combines elegant 
and compact design. Supplied with hand 
shower. Its use is simple and fun.

20 L
ALUMINIUM Solar Shower

JOLLY GO
Aluminium

5.5kg

120cm

2 years
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Aluminium

5.5kg

120cm

2 years
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Aluminium 

11.5kg

228cm

2 years

Lightness and design 
The contemporary design of the Spring solar 
shower will blend perfectly into any garden 
or patio.

30 L
ALUMINIUM Solar Shower

SPRING

6 COLORS 
AVAILABLE
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Aluminium 

11.5kg

228cm

2 years

Square Shower 
Head
rain effect 
& anti-limescale

Foot rinse
rinse off feet prior 
to entering the 
swimming pool

Enlarged base
stable and easy to 
install

Mixer
precise, easily set 
water temperature
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Solar 
Technology

An ecological system
Formidra solar showers use solar energy 
to heat the water contained in their 
whole structure. A simple cold water 
connection is enough, solar power will 
provide you with hot water from the first 
rays of sun.

ECO
friendly  

Easy connection

Drainage plug with 
security valve

Pressure reducer for domestic 
water systems higher than 3 bars
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Preserve your pool hygiene 

Limit chemical treatment usage

Easy to install and affordable



Cold
water

Hot 
water

Hybrid 
Technology

A new technology
The DADA range features both FORMIDRA 
solar technology and a connection to hot 
water. 

Choose depending on the season: 
100% solar water
or water drawn from the domestic supply.
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‘‘Enjoying a warm shower, 
  day and night’’

ECO
friendly  

FORMIDRA 
WARRANTY

2 YE
A

RS



www.formidra.eu
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